Reading Maria Edgeworth's comedy of manners Belinda gives us an opportunity to rethink a genealogy of critique, for its heroine has been taken as an animate primer in Enlightenment domesticity.
1 This is a demystificatory domesticity, we're told, in which Belinda is said to lift the veil off a household of aristocratic mayhem, revealing the tepid but reliable bedrock beneath. It seems hard to argue otherwise-indeed, the second half of the novel famously tires us with its plodding treatment of such reasonable topics as pedagogy, decency, and moral consequence. But I will argue in what follows that Belinda in fact details a domesticity that is in crucial ways aligned with mystification, and, if this is so, that Edgeworth's novel affords us the possibility of imagining a genealogy of critique that is surprisingly severed from the domestic project with which it is generally associated. This is not to say that Enlightenment strategies are ultimately at odds with domesticity, but rather that the route toward these alliances has been less, rather than more, unswerving. I propose, thus, a rocky picture of domesticity's relations with demystification in the hope that this more hectic view will generate productive friction both within early modern theorizations of critique, as well as between these and our own efforts. 2 Turning to Edgeworth's novel, we find that it centers the issue of demystification right away, thematizing it in at least one of the novel's two central narratives of suspense. In the first, readers chase after the marriage plot between Belinda Portman and her suitor, Clarence Hervey. Their ultimate union, though, is a foregone conclusion to any reader familiar with the genre. Secondary in importance, perhaps, but entirely more compelling, is the chronicle of Belinda's mentorthe dissipated Lady Delacour-who languishes mysteriously and, we're told, will meet an early death unless she is exorcised of witty debauchery. The seductive reformation of a rake is not unique to Belinda; late-century sentimental novels frequently maintain a subordinate story line in which notorious degenerates transform into sage domestic icons. Such metamorphosis is taken as a given of bourgeois storytelling, a forum for an emergent class to imagine itself demystifying, and thus enfeebling, entrenched value systems. As if to say that aristocratic codes have only the most tenuous holds on their easily tamed subjects, Enlightenment strategies seem to unveil docile creatures behind flashy masks.
The reformation of this rake, however, will allow us to use Edgeworth's novel to refine our sketch of demystification. Although readers take for granted that Belinda's lack of affectation is a triumph of Enlightenment domesticity over aristocratic wiles, we will find it difficult to assert unequivocally that demystification is modeled on Belinda's rational influence, for her disclosures are themselves in error. Like gaudy courtliness, Belinda's domestic guidance is represented to be dangerously mystificatory, and I will show that this synchronization of domestic and aristocratic modes is accomplished by initially equating mystification with a sly, ruinous wit.
Indeed, wit is characterized as threatening from the very start of the novel, and yet we're not sure precisely of what this threat consists. There are hints that the troubles at hand involve wit-the Delacour home is described as under a "spell," putting on airs of gaiety and "good humour" for visitors, which "dissolved" in private-but it's difficult to articulate what role wit plays in these magical fictions. 3 There's a reason for this: the novel is dramatically obscuring a secret that will link Lady Delacour's wittiness with a veiled illness, and part of the appeal of the opening chapters lies in figuring out precisely what relation wit bears to the narrative's distraught undertones. We may be prepared for the to-ing and fro-ing of Belinda's feelings for Clarence-these are, after all, standard sentimental equivocationsbut the ominousness of wit is quite a bit less clear.
So the novel shows wit as terrifying, and has Belinda and Lady Delacour-though at odds in their opinions about wit-struggling together with the perils of cleverness. Belinda is desperate to extricate Lady Delacour from the mire, while the Lady veers between capitulating to and railing against wit's charms. Their proximate labors bring intimacy between them. Yet, in the novel's most anticlimactic moment, when it is revealed that Lady Delacour was never ill at all, this simultaneous engagement with wit is recoded as simultaneous foolishness. Wit, that is, never had the power to sicken Lady Delacour, and demystification is thus not delivered at Belinda's hand, since if wit was only weak stylization, such sincere grappling should not have been necessary. Rather than the triumph of reasonable readerliness over wild sociality, we're presented instead with a scenario of bewildered female bonding: both Belinda and Lady Delacour are wrong, together, about wit's power.
Rather than giving us Belinda as a mouthpiece of bourgeois ideology, delivering her benefactress from the brink of voguish dissolution, the novel concatenates bourgeois and aristocratic systems and attaches them to a scene of female blundering. And yet readers have interpreted Belinda's reformation of the rake as a straightforward revision of traditional authority in which Belinda, with her rustic manner and honest, rational feelings for books, exposes rank and frippery as mere flourish. Such accounts envision the novel's Enlightenment project gelling in Belinda's "interpretive process," which "penetrates the magic of appearances," we're told, "with a rational display of causal relations."
4 By contrast, I will argue that many of the domestic corrections that Belinda makes to Lady Delacour are themselves corrected further by the novel. Aristocratic mystification is not shown to be shaken by Belinda's rational thought, for Belinda's interest in curing Lady Delacour perpetuates and produces delusions. By shifting the focus away from Belinda's promulgation of a rationalist agenda and onto her interaction with Lady Delacour, we find that in Belinda domesticity is aligned with aristocratic mores through a froth of coordinated feminine mishap: to the extent that Belinda and Lady Delacour are, together, the dupes of wit, domesticity is attached to aristocratic delights. And demystification thus has less to do with domesticity's rational insight, and rather more with the image of women being jointly bedeviled by their enchanted perceptions. I am suggesting, in other words, that if Belinda presses anything on its reader, it is not the piercing revelations offered by a domestic ethos, but rather a critical vision premised on our witnessing the spectacle of two women being wrong together.
I follow Fredric Jameson when I say that "[t]his is not a proposition one proves." Indeed, the possibility that critique is in some crucial way premised on the vista of folly-in particular, the madness of female connection-is a proposition I am making in "the interest of presupposing" it. 5 What new critical genealogies, I want to ask, spring from modifying critique's story this way? To begin, I offer a shift in emphasis, concentrating less on what early modern critique might "see," and more on the setting-in this case, the backdrop of Belinda and Lady Delacour's tandem mistake-in which critique is seen. To get there, I need to begin again with some words on the way in which Belinda poses the problem of wit.
I. LADY DELACOUR, OR "'REMORSE FOR A LIFE OF FOLLY'"
Belinda draws its readers in by characterizing the taming of wit as a mystery. From the start, Lady Delacour's wittiness seems unnaturally productive, giving her a life beyond natural social death:
Female wit sometimes depends on the beauty of its possessor, for its reputation; and the reign of beauty is proverbially short. . . . Lady Delacour seemed to be a fortunate exception to these general rules; long after she had lost the bloom of youth, she continued to be admired as a fashionable bel esprit, and long after she had ceased to be a novelty in society, her company was courted by all the gay, the witty, and the gallant. (7) Lady Delacour's wit gives her an animation not usually permitted to married women-if "the bloom of youth" has faded, her wit somehow sustains her. And yet it is revealed, quite quickly, that she may be quite unwell: "Abroad, and at home, Lady Delacour was two different persons. Abroad she appeared all life, spirit and good humourat home, listless, fretful, and melancholy" (7) . This new information, combined with what we know of her strangely fecund wit, links Lady Delacour's cloaked ailment with her demeanor. The stark contrast is meant to be suggestive: Lady Delacour seems to be living off of a secret source of power, but this apparent energy may, ironically, be its opposite-the cause of her listless wasting.
So the mystery is double. Not only are we waiting to see whether Lady Delacour's wit will be housebroken by Belinda's influence, but, in the opening chapters, we are only given hints about the effects of this wit. While appearing to prolong Lady Delacour's standing within society, wit is also enervating: "she seemed like a spoiled actress off the stage . . . overstimulated by applause, and exhausted by the exertions of supporting a fictitious character" (7) . And even in its description of the supposedly private, true Lady Delacour, the novel hedges, indicating that she "seemed" like a "spoiled actress," and "appeared" "melancholy." Lady Delacour's melancholy, in other words, is just another mystery, and this woman is not laid bare in private, but is simply the keeper of a different secret.
If the truth of Lady Delacour's spirit (whether "listless" or cheerful) is so heavily obscured, this may be because her interiority is depicted as imperiled by her character-the very essence, we are told, of her social vitality-and the witty charm that she exudes in the name of this character. The same wittiness which makes her seem, as Belinda points out enthusiastically, "a fortunate exception," is put into striking contrast with the spirit of her very self: "She would sometimes walk up and down the empty magnificent saloon, absorbed in thought seemingly of the most painful nature" (7) . The juxtaposition of the "empty" magnificence of the household and Lady Delacour's "painful" inner life illustrates well the tension that Belinda envisions between the hollowness of aristocratic trappings and the substance of private space, but it also suggests that Lady Delacour, because her interiority only "seems," may be lacking this latter quality, and is, in fact, as empty as her halls.
Witty interiority, one might conclude, is thus not much interiority at all. Because Lady Delacour's thoughts are not specified, the novel elaborates a gestalt of her inner space without having to lay out what this interiority consists of, and while we might detect an inexorability about Lady Delacour's contents-the momentum of something within her wanting to get out-her wittiness remains center stage. Wittiness, the most highly elaborated characteristic we have of Lady Delacour, and one which appears to be at odds with the thrust of her still-unnamed substance, is thus depicted as being in the way of a kind of bildung, stifling an otherwise natural unfolding of self. 6 As the first chapters progress, Lady Delacour's secret becomes more dramatically muffled, until, in a famously gruesome scene, she reveals to Belinda the reason for her distress: she believes herself to be stricken with cancer of the breast. The moment of revelation is also the climax of the novel's gothic indulgences: Lady Delacour's performances of hiding a secret and her history of using mesmerizing wit to distract Belinda from this secret are frothed to a high pitch here. Though the deveiling is written as if it were revelatory, however, Belinda has been well prepared for such a moment by the novel's diligent steeping of Lady Delacour's wit in terrifying undertones. The captivating use of language that makes Lady Delacour, to Belinda, "the most agreeable-no, that is too feeble an expression-the most fascinating person she had ever beheld" (6) also leads Belinda to suspect her mentor of harboring a secret.
In fact, while Belinda's eager self-correction represents one of the novel's most intoxicated impressions of Lady Delacour's social charm, quite soon-a paragraph later, in a novel of some four hundred pages-Belinda apprehends this witty display as only a "thin veil" (6) . Her suspicions are confirmed when she is whisked into the closet after her first night out, and Lady Delacour reveals her secret, unmasking herself:
She then, with a species of fury, wiped the paint from her face, and returning to Belinda, held the candle so as to throw the light full upon her livid feature.-Her eyes were sunk, her cheeks hollow-no trace of youth or beauty remained on her death-like countenance, which formed a horrid contrast with her gay fantastic dress. "You are shocked, Belinda," said she, "but as yet you have seen nothing-look here,"-and baring one half of her bosom, she revealed a hideous spectacle. (26) After Lady Delacour's invigoratingly debauched behavior at an earlier masked ball, to see her in her decrepitude is contrast indeed. And yet, it is a fitting contrast, making still more explicit the novel's proposed connection between wit and terror, and corroborating the insinuating proximity between these terms that occupies the early sections of the novel.
We now learn that Lady Delacour explicitly blames wittiness for her predicament. These finger-pointings range from the more oblique-"my mind is eaten away like my body, by incurable diseaseinveterate remorse-remorse for a life of folly-folly which has brought on all the punishments of guilt" (26)-to the rigorously literal. Lady Delacour explains to Belinda that she incurred an injury to her breast while dueling her archnemesis, Mrs. Luttridge. The duel is called off when Lady Delacour is informed that Mrs. Luttridge has an injury on her shooting finger and cannot go on. To demonstrate her "'good-humour'" about the matter, Lady Delacour suggests that both parties fire their pistols into the air (51). 7 In so doing, Lady Delacour receives an injury from the recoil of the pistol, which she recounts with lurid intensity:
This comic duel ended tragically for me-"How?" you say -Why, 'tis clear that I was not shot through the head; but it would have been better, a hundred times for me, if I had; I should have been spared, in this life at least, the torments of the damned-I was not used to priming and loading-my pistol was overcharged-when I fired, it recoiled, and I received a blow on my breast, the consequences of which you have seen. (51) Lady Delacour's identification of "comic duel[ling]" as the cause of her disease sets the stage for the reformation of her wit. Because the trajectory she lays out is strict-a witty lifestyle caused her injurywe will not be surprised when she repents in a manner consistent with her infraction, tempering her wit with domesticity. Lady Delacour's purification is traditionally regarded as one of the prime directives of Belinda, although it is read as a kind of anticlimax. As Heather MacFadyen notes, although Belinda is a "tiresome distraction from the . . . irrepressibly witty woman of fashion, Lady Delacour," the book's "primary goal is the transformation of the scintillating Lady Delacour." 8 MacFadyen is correct in identifying Belinda's investment in revising Lady Delacour's priorities and in inserting domestic life over and above the attractions of social indulgence. Indeed, wit will be shown to be Lady Delacour's mistake, and she will continue to chastise herself for having rooted her character in such frivolity. But we will find that there are other mistakes too, ones to which this first mistake is bound. Lady Delacour, that is, will learn not only the error of her social ways, but will be forced to accept that her identification of wittiness as the source of her illness is itself an error.
The narrative of Lady Delacour's impending death runs through the bulk of Belinda. Towards the end, however, Belinda persuades her to agree to have a doctor-the novel's likable expert, Dr. X-look at her breast. After the meeting, Belinda is happy to report that Lady Delacour was never ill at all, although the household had been bracing itself for a tragic diagnosis-"Your promise was to be with me in my dying moments, and to let me breathe my last in your arms" (286), Lady Delacour had reminded Belinda, moments before her examination. After Dr. X's review, Belinda and Marriott bound out of the inner chambers to inform Lord Delacour that there will be no need for surgery and its attendant auditory horrors: "There's no need of shrieks, or courage either, thank God!" said Marriott. "Dr X -says so, and the surgeon is not wanted. Dr X -says so, and he is the best man in the world, and the cleverest. And I was right from the first; I said it was impossible my lady should have such a shocking complaint as she thought she had. There's no such thing at all in the case, my lord!" (295) So then Lady Delacour was mistaken in attributing her illness to wit. And thus the "transformation of the scintillating Lady Delacour" is a project that demonstrates, en route to the miraculous domestication of this character, that her wit is not, in fact, capable of the kinds of injury with which she charges it. The "'hideous spectacle'" of Lady Delacour's breast and her "death-like countenance" are not, after all, signs of insidious disease. Wit thus begins the novel as a ruse or mask of the gothic, but a ruse that is deliberately flimsy. For Belinda's banishing of Lady Delacour's wit takes place simultaneously with the novel's demonstration of wit's impotence-the needlessness, that is, of banishing wit in the first place. In this way, wit's masking of Lady Delacour's gothic interiority is itself shown to be a hoodwinking: there was no gothic interiority to mask because Lady Delacour was hiding a secret that wasn't there.
It's important to mark this shift in emphasis, for it is traditionally accepted that Belinda's rational tour through the Delacour household thematizes the progress of Enlightenment demystification. In fact, however, it seems fair to say now that it is less a matter of revealing wit's mystifying powers, and more that Belinda characterizes wit's mystification as itself a mystification. Put another way, the novel sets about "demystifying" wit not by demonstrating the superiority of a domestic lifestyle over a wittily debauched one, but by declawing wit itself, and depicting it as less capable of harm than we-seduced by Lady Delacour's spectacular accounts of wit's ravages-might have thought it to be. Though Lady Delacour believes her life to be imperiled by her use of wit, the novel asserts that wit never, in fact, had this sort of muscle.
But why is it not sufficient to depict wit as precisely what Belinda says it is: a pernicious (if delightful) atavistic agent, blockading the progress of domesticity? If domesticity "wins" in the end-and if, to some extent, it always already has won (the conventions of the sentimental novel tell us from the start that Belinda will tame the rakish Clarence and the two will set up home together)-aren't we to assume that wit has always already "lost"? The seemingly superfluous enfeebling of wit, however-the novel's suggestion that it isn't that wit is dangerous, per se, but rather that our believing it to be so, issuggests that we reread the terms of this apparent contest. While Belinda has been popularly regarded as representative of the latecentury struggle between the seductions of the social and the superiority of the domestic, the way in which Edgeworth's text reveals the seduction to have been a sham all along, tweaks the standard reading. In other words, it seems that domesticity's victory over frenzied sociality is not the end of the story.
Traditionally, the sentimental thrust of Belinda has been regarded as at odds with, but ultimately triumphant over, the aristocratic embellishments of the novel's opening chapters. MacFadyen frames this struggle in terms of two sorts of reading, suggesting that Edgeworth's novel replaces Lady Delacour's "fashionable" reading with the "corrective trope of [Belinda's] domestic reading," which "acts as a counter to the world of fashion and the flux that is its fundamental characteristic." For MacFadyen, "Lady Delacour's diseased breast" is thus the sign of the disruptiveness of fashionable reading-its calling, precisely, for the kind of correction that the novel's sentimental teleology provides.
9 From this traditional perspective on Belinda-that the novel tediously beats down the fun of Lady Delacour in the name of an Enlightenment projectMacFadyen's essay does give us some useful terms with which to imagine such disciplinization. But can we retain these terms if we take into account the fact that Lady Delacour's breast is not really diseased? Mustn't we now say that the novel rereads its own domestic reading by revising the powers of wit? That is, while it may be that Belinda's domestic reading corrects Lady Delacour's publicity-oriented displays, the muzzling of wit (or, rather, the demonstration of the degree to which wit was already muzzled) duplicates the corrections that Belinda performs, but does them one better: the novel not only cures Lady Delacour's disease, but it eliminates the possibility that Lady Delacour could ever have been diseased. Belinda's brand of reading may be primary in bolstering the push toward domesticityit may be, as MacFadyen tells us, that domestic reading "corrects" "fashionable" reading-but this scenario of correction is itself corrected. Even Belinda, in other words, believed Lady Delacour to have been sick; even Belinda read badly.
Belinda's collusive reading, with Lady Delacour, of her injured breast is linked to the intensity with which Lady Delacour affects her. After the confession, for example, we witness just how much the breast provokes Belinda, for it lingers as a nightmare image long after she's seen it. Here we observe her feverish attempts to sleep:
She took off her masquerade dress, and went to bed, in hopes of forgetting, for a few hours, what she felt indelibly impressed upon her imagination. But it was in vain that she endeavoured to compose herself to sleep; her ideas were in too great and painful confusion. For some time, whenever she closed her eyes, the face and form of Lady Delacour, such as she had just beheld them, seemed to haunt her. (27, my emphasis)
Belinda's insomniac ruminations are some of the first glimmerings we see of her interiority-an interiority which is meant to operate as a prototype for domestic subjectivity (though to model oneself on Belinda is a humdrum proposition). But if Belinda represents the kind of domestic project with which Edgeworth criticism tends to associate her, what is at stake in having her make the same mistake about wit that Lady Delacour does? What, in other words, is at stake in Belinda's profound sympathy for Lady Delacour, and her faith in the corruptive powers of wit?
II. "HER CHARACTER WAS YET TO BE DEVELOPED BY CIRCUMSTANCES" While Belinda is, on the one hand, privy to a sort of "domestic" reading that Lady Delacour is not, and so can see things about her mentor that Lady Delacour is blind to in herself (such as the possibility of warmth between Lady Delacour and both her husband and her daughter-two reconnoiterings that Belinda engineers), Belinda has needed to feel herself affected by the possibility of Lady Delacour's illness in order to engage with her and to become a part of the Delacour household. Lady Delacour's early confession produces, in fact, a ready intimacy between the two women. Just after the revelation of her breast, Lady Delacour seeks shelter in her new charge's body:
Lady Delacour hid her face on Belinda's lap, and almost stifled by the violence of contending emotions, she at last gave vent to them and sobbed aloud. "Trust to one," said Belinda, pressing her hand with all the tenderness which humanity could dictate, "who will never leave you at the mercy of an insolent waiting-woman-trust to me." (27) Teresa Michaels suggests that the sort of bonding we see between Belinda and Lady Delacour is the source of much confusion about Edgeworth's novel, leading to alternate readings of Belinda as conservative (reiterating aristocratic values) or liberal (naturalizing bourgeois ideology). The reason for such trouble, Michaels asserts, is Edgeworth's mingling of "personality and property." According to Michaels, Edgeworth manifests loyalties both to the aristocratic family unit, as well as to a possessive individualism. While Edgeworth criticism has been split on the topic of its author's political allegiance, Michaels finds Belinda to be an amalgam, promoting a liberalism rooted in an aristocratic family structure. Edgeworth, Michaels says, "embraces economic individualism without seeing individuals themselves as autonomous." If individuals are not quite the self-made men that we associate with capitalism, this is because for Edgeworth, Michaels argues, the family has a "corporate personality," which is "underwritten by the market value of its members' good character." 10 Belinda's role, it would seem, is to incorporate herself within Lady Delacour's family, and so to take on some of the character of their London savviness and social know-how. Her Aunt Stanhope's efforts to build Belinda's person have failed. Though she had "endeavoured to teach her, that a young lady's chief business is to please in society, that all her charms and accomplishments should be invariably subservient to one grand object-the establishing herself in the world" (3)-Belinda has not been "such a docile pupil . . . for she had been educated chiefly in the country . . . [and] inspired with a taste for domestic pleasures" (3). "Her character," the novel alerts us straight away, "was yet to be developed by circumstances" (3). Lady Delacour's task is to occasion Belinda's taking-on of character.
Drawing on Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall's Family Fortunes, Michaels asserts that because the eighteenth century lacked "'impersonal forms to encompass market relationships,'" the family became a personal form through which business was transacted.
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For Michaels, Belinda must take on the character of the Delacour household, a task which should be relatively simple since we're told that Belinda is devoid of character, and "had in general acted but as a puppet in the hands of others" (6) . A blank slate, Belinda is drawn in right away by Lady Delacour's wit, and their association casts Belinda in a new light-the very light (at first) that her Aunt Stanhope had been banking on: "To be seen in public with Lady Delacour, to be a visitor at her house, were privileges, of which numbers were vehemently ambitious; and Belinda Portman was congratulated and envied by all her acquaintance, for being admitted as an inmate. How could she avoid thinking of herself as singularly fortunate" (6) .
But for Michaels, establishing character is more than a matter of being incorporated into the family monolith-one must be able to self-reflect in order to develop the kind of subjectivity that a family can benefit from-a talent that Belinda's mind "had never been roused to" (6) . As Michaels says, "the family survives only by drawing on the good credit of its individual members." Belinda must learn to distance herself from the corporation to which she thus becomes a part-manifesting the kind of individualism within (or in reference to) a larger family structure that will mark the Delacours as transitional, hovering between aristocratic honors and capitalist credit: "Much of . . . [Edgeworth's] fiction . . . is an experiment in the principles of free-market capitalism. . . . [D]espite Edgeworth's rejection of individualism, her novels . . . place a high value on a certain kind of personal independence." 12 To think of herself as "fortunate," then, is not so much the point; it is the exceptionalitythe singular part of being "singularly fortunate"-by which Belinda begins to be able to articulate her self. It is her "singularity" that will make her a credit to her Aunt Stanhope and the Delacours.
If we follow Michaels, we might say that the Delacours orient Belinda in London society while relying on her individuality within their family to authorize the unit. We might further say that wit is the medium by which Belinda and Lady Delacour form this requisite bonding: while they differ in their opinions on the subject, they both believe that wit is capable of endangering Lady Delacour's life. Wit is precisely that about which Lady Delacour and Belinda can sympathize together, while at the same time distinguishing themselves from each other.
And with Lady Delacour's life seemingly endangered, their intimacy achieves swift heights. Their disagreement about wit, in fact, allows Belinda to become someone that Lady Delacour trusts more than she trusts Marriott (her mysteriously glorified servant), thus enabling her to assist Lady Delacour in breaking away from what is represented to be an unnatural bond with a subordinate. One such instance of Marriott's disturbing sway takes place as Belinda and Lady Delacour spiritedly prepare for their first night out together, during which time Lady Delacour "fainted suddenly" (16). Before Belinda can assist her benefactor, Marriott arrives on the scene, "begg[ing] that her lady might be left alone with her, and she would by no means suffer Belinda to follow her into the boudoir" (16).
Marriott's province over Lady Delacour's private chambers seems to have been gained through instilling fear in her employer. After she has been dressed by Marriott, Lady Delacour decides that she would rather switch costumes with Belinda, but refuses to do so in her own dressing chambers, where Marriott might see the undoing of her handiwork. She urges Belinda to change outfits at Lady Singleton's, "'where no soul can interrupt us . . . and Marriott will know nothing of the matter'" (16). Belinda is agitated by the intimacy between the two women, and "she could not help thinking it extraordinary, that a person who was obviously fond of being waited upon, would never suffer anyone to assist her at her toilette except Marriott, a woman of whom she was evidently afraid" (17). The intimacy between Lady Delacour and Marriott makes Belinda wince, and is given to us as a problem.
Once Belinda falls in with Lady Delacour, however, believing her to have been endangered by her own wit, she encourages Lady Delacour to disentangle herself from Marriott. Lady Delacour trusts Belinda and succumbs to her guidance because Belinda believes her about her breast and is convinced about the powers of wit. Even if Belinda disagrees with Lady Delacour about the advisability of living one's life as a wit, that is, she believes with Lady Delacour about the dangers of doing so. The old aristocratic signification of rapier wit is ossified and made literal here: wit seems as if it is capable of inflicting the kinds of bodily harm that were metaphorically ascribed to it by the Augustans. But this crystallization of wit's temperament does not confirm the invincibility of aristocratic styles-indeed, this wit is rather brittle, and falls to shards once investigated by a man of science. It serves, rather, as a source of feeling between the two women, one which strengthens the Delacours' credibility by allowing Lady Delacour to redirect her cathexes towards someone who can add value to the family unit.
III. THE BANALITY OF LOVE, OR THE ELECTRICITY OF COMMERCE
Following Michaels, we might say that wit is used in Belinda to incorporate the Delacours as a family. But if this provisional scenario of wit-mediated bonding adds to what we already know about the uses of sentimentality in this novel, we must look closely at how such sentimentality functions. If the narrative of the soothing of Lady Delacour's rapier disposition gives way to that of Belinda's sentimental marriage, Belinda also positions itself at something of a remove from sentimentality at the very start. It throws the marriage plot and the sentimental genre up against a relief of wit and self-consciousness on the part of the characters, who protest, rail against, or otherwise make fun of the strictures of marriage and the marriage plot itself. Certainly one of the most famous instances of this is the "Packwood's razor strops" incident, wherein Clarence Hervey and his pack of male friends compare Belinda to a highly touted commodity, one which is, presumably, valued not for its inherent usefulness, but rather on the basis of its notoriety.
In this scene, Belinda overhears Clarence discussing her introduction into society as just the most recent in a string of introductions of Belinda's relations. All the girls have been sent to London by Belinda's Aunt Stanhope, the "proprietor" or "distributor" of overval-ued female commodities: "'As to Jenny Mason, the fifth of the nieces,' continued the witty gentleman, 'she was as brown as mahogany.'" (19). Clarence turns next to the subject of Belinda:
"As for this Belinda Portman, twas a good hit to send her to Lady Delacour's; but I take it she hangs upon hands; for last winter, when I was in Bath, she was hawked about every where, and the aunt was puffing her with might and main. You heard of nothing, wherever you went, but of Belinda Portman and Belinda Portman's accomplishments-Belinda Portman, and her accomplishments, I'll swear, were as well advertised, as Packwood's razor strops." (18) Michaels notes that this scene sets the stage for one of the novel's most dogged struggles-the dissociation of Belinda from Packwoodand regards Edgeworth's work as greatly interested in making such a distinction: "The bulk of the novel is tirelessly devoted to denying the reality of this connection between Belinda and self-promoting entrepreneurs like Packwood." 13 Though Belinda protests quite a bit about the association of its heroine with a mere commodity, however, Michaels points out that its vision of Belinda's authentic character is in fact modeled on the same sort of entrepreneurialism that Packwood's trumped-up commodities are. Both systems, in other words, rely on the credit of their product/character to valorize themselves:
Packwood's pioneering, extremely successful ads present the same version of the marketplace as do Edgeworth's best-selling novels: in both, a credible character supplants property as the bonds for commercial relations. . . . My point here is not so much that Edgeworth makes marriage look like the marketplace, but rather that she shows how the marketplace looked like marriage. That is, the informal structures of trade credit required that, like Belinda's courtship, market relations be imagined as the domestic encounters of recognizable characters. The unstable, informal, and personal relationships that supported commercial ventures aspired to the respectability of family bonds. 14 Michaels argues that the marketplace is beholden to a paradigm of marriage as a site of "recognizable" emotions. We should note, however, that the launching of a marriage scenario between Belinda and Clarence is anything but familiar. Instead, what familiarity there is between them is also a source of alienation. Just prior to the Packwood's slur, in what seems like a dramatic aside to the audience, Clarence describes the feeling that the advertisement of Belinda causes him, and this feeling is one of responsiveness mixed with radical dissociation. On being urged to flirt with Belinda, Clarence replies, "There's a danger in flirting . . . with an errant flirt of Mrs Stanhope's training. There's a kind of electricity about that girl. I have a sort of cobweb feeling, an imaginary net coming all over me" (18) . The deattribution of agency in Clarence's language is striking. Although he does suggest that Belinda is the cause of his feelings, she does this only in that she takes on properties that do not, strictly speaking, belong to her: "There's a kind of electricity" about her, he says. In being aligned with an expansive physical property, Belinda thus becomes more than a "girl," although it is in this moment of her more-than-girlness that she is most adorably described by Clarence as, precisely, a girl with whom he might be linked. This girl, though, is represented as being the carrier of a charge; the very boundaries of who she "is" are thus confounded not only with Clarence-her electricity is threatening precisely for its ability to charge him-but in general.
If we follow Adela Pinch's work on feeling, we might take Clarence's description of Belinda as electric for an apt comment on sentimentality more widely. Pinch notes that it is not simply that women were considered to have an excess of sentimental feelings, but that the taking-on of such affects sentimentalizes women only in that these affects are also explicitly alienating. Of sentimentality, Pinch says, that if it was "a woman's genre in the late eighteenth century, it was so only by making the feelings expressed not her own." 15 Belinda is the inevitable heroine of a marriage plot, then, not because Mrs. Stanhope trained her to flirt well (although this is what Clarence suggests), but because of her affective effect which is, precisely, electric and so not only "hers." Belinda, that is, becomes the carrier for another kind of force, one which comes over Clarence as "a sort of cobweb feeling."
Further, Clarence's (admittedly minor, but nonetheless lovely) poetic license with the description of his own feelings might be said to attest to the strategies of sentimentality. Saying "I have a sort of cobweb feeling" allows Clarence to identify with his "own" feeling through a grammatical twist which is awkwardly aesthetic. Clarence does not say that he feels as if a cobweb is coming over him, but rather that he has a cobweb feeling. Does this mean that he feels like a cobweb-like the web of emotion that he says is ensnaring him? One is not sure whether Clarence is being lightly assaulted by the cobweb feeling that Belinda gives him, or if the feeling is somewhat more organic. Does the feeling come from without, as the metaphoricity of the cobweb reference urges, or is it more Clarence's "own," as his omission of any explicitly analogical terms-such as "I feel like/as if a cobweb is coming over me"-might suggest? Clarence's simultaneous being and having of the "cobweb feeling" points up the possibility that the moment at which he is most affected by Belinda is also the moment at which these feelings are not his alone-an ambiguity which, moreover, calls into question the concept itself of "his alone."
The text thus equivocates between several different sites of affective agency. And it is most effective in equivocating, we should note, when describing both generic exigency (the marriage plot) as well as characters' "personal" affections. Pinch finds evidence of such heightened equivocation in Charlotte Smith's poetry, and although the genres are distinct, I think we can use Pinch's analyses to reflect on Edgeworth's text, too. Of Smith, Pinch notes:
Smith's poems claim simultaneously that the feelings in them are derived from the transmission of literary tropes and that their authority comes from their personal idiosyncrasy. Feeling itself is thus revealed as that which constructs and mediates between the categories of literary "convention" and personal "experience." I suggest that the concept of sentimentality itself may be defined precisely as a confrontation between the personal and the conventional. 16 The genesis of Belinda's romance with Clarence is a moment which is quite recognizable as a sentimental convention: the two lovers meet and instantly revile each other. Coming around to love, we know, will be the sweet revelation of the novel. If we follow Pinch, we would expect such descriptions as the "cobweb feeling" to highlight the difficulty of attributing such feelings to the individuals who are said to have them. Pinch elaborates, suggesting that we might "define sentimentality not as a failure to assign feelings their true causes and expressions but rather as that which renders questionable the possibility of ever doing so." 17 We might then step away from Michaels' model-in which Edgeworth's amalgamated capitalist-aristocratic family unit is modeled on the "recognizable" feelings between marriage partners-and instead acknowledge that Belinda's paradigm of marriage is not all about familiarity. Indeed, moving towards marriage produces, rather than a clarity of feeling for each smitten lover, a question about who the self is that feels these feelings in the first place. And unsurprisingly, given the nature of sentimental repetition, such fracturing-due, in part, to the particular convergence of "literary 'convention' and personal 'experience'"-may indeed produce critical destabilizations in the structure of the marriage plot, but makes for dull reading just the same. Even Edgeworth's contemporaries, that is, found Belinda's plodding towards marriage a predictably drowsy course of events: Olyett Woodhouse, in her review of Belinda's first edition, notes its heroine's "tameness and insipidity of effect" when pursuing Clarence. 18 Belinda's explosion of feeling for Lady Delacour, on the other hand-a character whose "high coloring and boldness of outline" Woodhouse approves of-is a plot development that, whether or not it conforms to sentimental convention, strikes us as being less tiresomely scripted. 19 Readers of Edgeworth's novel often remark on the striking quality of the intimacy between the two women, a good deal of which is achieved through the revelation of Lady Delacour's breast. This disrobing, we might say, is what instigates Belinda's most compelling course of action-her surrender to belief: a belief in Lady Delacour's illness; a belief in the cancerousness of Lady Delacour's breast; a belief that wit did this to her.
Of course, I am not arguing that Belinda and Lady Delacour have an unparalleled intimacy that is thankfully untouched by generic hands. I am suggesting, rather, that the somewhat more striking nature of their relation allows for the representation of an eruption of feeling between them that gives the impression of being more their own than the relatively hackneyed sentimental love that Belinda feels for Clarence (and that most readers of Belinda describe as boring). It is not, then, that Belinda and Lady Delacour have a fundamentally extrageneric affection, only that the novel posits their emotions about each other as more irrefutably unique. These emotions appear rare. And against a background of simultaneously electric and feeble sentimentality that unsettles any person it touches-making boundaries between lovers immediately fuzzier-Belinda and Lady Delacour's feelings for one another appear to be emotions that are more easily owned-which is to say, more easily attributed to a discrete individual. I want to argue, then, that the explosiveness between Belinda and Lady Delacour may have as much to do with corporate consolidation as with the paradigm of marriage Michaels suggests emerging consumerism is modeled on. Belinda's mistaken belief about Lady Delacour's breast produces both a simultaneous conflagration of emotion, as well as further elaborations on the distinctions between the two women. Lady Delacour's "diseased" breast allows Belinda to refine her attack on witty dissipation, and so to refine the difference between herself and Lady Delacour, while all the while feeling intense, overwrought sympathy for the Lady whose "indelibl[e] impress[ion]" excites her newly robust imagination. Such individuality, if we remember Michaels's claim, might be said to confer credit upon the family, which appears as a unit insofar as its members loudly proclaim their differences from one another.
IV. CONCLUSION
Belinda withdraws interpretive agency from its heroine, encouraging her to founder on the rocks of suspended disbelief, marveling at a mistaken impression of Lady Delacour's breast. And while Belinda eventually recovers from her error, this withdrawal allows the reader a critical relationship to Belinda and Lady Delacour's tandem hallucination in ways that the novel's characters are barred from. While at the same time we've sunk, along with Belinda and Lady Delacour, to their delightful gothic depths. Demystification, in this novel, is disengaged from its heroine's domestic ideology, and aligned with the reader's simultaneous perception of and engagement by a pair of baffled women. Critical vision is not found in Belinda's rational scrutiny, in other words, but is given to the reader via the novel's exhibition of a scene of female bonding/blinding-Belinda's blind faith in wit's ability to lay her mentor prostrate.
If the intensity of feeling between Belinda and Lady Delacour naturalizes, as Michaels suggests, new "market relationships," what naturalization there is takes place specifically through the enchanted vision of the novel's two central female characters and not, as one might have imagined, through its lengthy sentimental slide into marriage. Wit creates an arena within which Belinda and Lady Delacour engage with each other, hotly contesting the value of this category (and hotly agreeing on the power of it). And though readers have found Belinda's coaxing of Lady Delacour out of her hardened aristocratic shell to be the telos of a bourgeois project, the novel takes an infatuated interest in weaving these women together so that the prospect of their reciprocity becomes the template for a demystificatory critique which is not the illuminating exposé for which the Enlightenment is famous. This is demystification as lure, critique as enthrallment-a binding of viewer to spectacle, and one which makes it necessary to ask, what do we "see" when we see critique?
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1 In Edgeworth criticism, as wide-ranging as that of Lisa Moore, Andrew McCann, Heather MacFadyen, Teresa Michaels, Audrey Bilger, and Elizabeth KowaleskiWallace, one element is constant: that Belinda is meant to represent the replacement of rank-based ideology with a demystification that is both domestic and bourgeois.
2 I use "critique" and "demystification" alternately here, but this is not to suggest that the two need always be thought synonymous. I am, however, imagining a critical genealogy specifically in terms of Enlightenment critique's emphasis on revelation. My work on Edgeworth thus also bears on contemporary critical issues: we could say that critical theory has been "demystified" of its demystificatory powers, especially around the rise of symptomatic reading after Louis Althusser, in which a certain blindness to one's problematic is assumed. I am suggesting that a more or less colloquialized version of symptomaticity now infuses critical reading practices, but I have neither the space here to make this argument in full, nor to take up even some of its contemporary consequences. I treat this subject at more length, however, in my essay, "Butler's 'Lesbian Phallus,' Or What Can Deconstruction Feel?" (GLQ 9.3 [Spring 2003]: 393-414), which approaches these questions in terms of queer and deconstructive theory.
I would also like to note that even if Belinda weren't so dogmatic, it would still be presumed to be one of a set of novels whose sentimental domesticity is taken as the hallmark of an ascending middle class. Along these lines, Nancy Armstrong has famously asserted the sentimental novel as the feminine counterpart to a larger project of bourgeois transformation in the marketplace: "plots turning on the sexual contract," she argues, "offered the means of passing off ideology as the product of purely human concern" (Armstrong, Desire and Domestic Fiction [New York: Oxford, 1987], 42). Here, "ideology" refers precisely to a bourgeois ideology whose female battlefront is the household, and Armstrong understands this feminized middle class mode to be profoundly linguistic. In fair Foucauldian fashion she turns the spotlight on herself, contextualizing her own power as literary critic: "I want to use my power as a woman of the dominant class and as a middle-class intellectual to name what power I use as a form of power" (26). Armstrong's identification of literary-critical study as tapping into a power that is both domestic and bourgeois is an undeniably crucial contribution to eighteenth-century studies, and I am not arguing that critique, domesticity, and the middle classes should be finally regarded as fully separate phenomena. Rather, I am suggesting that the assumption of critique as the rhetorical version-or, one might say, the analogy-of economic transforma-tion elides the conditions of possibility of critique, both in the eighteenth century as well as today. , 1997) , 107. I want to note that both McCann and Moore focus in particular on the character of Mrs. Freke, who I will not treat in detail in this essay, as she raises a somewhat different set of questions than I am covering here. I am interested, however, in McCann's attachment to Belinda's rationality. Against Belinda's supposedly coherent relationship to rational demystification, he argues that Freke's transvestitism is "fetishistic" due to its heavy investment in the accouterments of male attire ("male clothing, whips, etc."), which demonstrate the degree to which (what he sees as) the novel's primary attention to domesticity is complicated by images of "non-identity" (186). Freke's "non-identity" is not so much in her gender-crossing, McCann argues, but rather in the fact that she is invested in transvestitism-or rather, a transvestism that consists in the taking on and throwing off of superficial signifiers of gender. By contrast, Belinda and Clarence "assert their own true natures independently of the other economies of value to which they are subjected. . . . In order to interact freely and rationally both must exit the camera obscura of a public sphere in which women are treated as objects mediating . . . the transference of status and wealth" (185). Such entrenchment in domesticity is necessary for a happy ending, McCann argues, and is due to the fact that Belinda, through the representation of "fetishistic" characters like Freke, promotes a "view of public life as necessarily performative" (186). McCann argues, then, that Belinda repeats dominant Enlightenment ideology by refusing fetishism (or irrational signification) as one of Enlightenment's own conditions of possibility, thereby claiming for itself interpretive coherence.
The ways in which I oppose myself to such a reading should become clear as I will argue that Belinda is less attached to demystificatory domesticity than it would seem. But I do not have the space above to present in detail another important facet of McCann's thesis: his assertion that Freke's demonstration of fetishism entails an implicit critique of signification in general. For McCann, if Freke's attachment to male clothing makes clear the tenuous relationship between the signifier "man," and what it signifies, then the same may hold true for any sign. The bending that Freke does would be, in this sense, not so much a bending of gender, but rather of any seeming stability between signifier and signified. Her dressing up produces an "undecidability that erases the possibility of unmediated subjectivity with a series of public gestures that enact the irrelevance of the whole idea of intrinsic value" (190-1). For McCann, Freke "can be read as figuring, synecdochically, the crisis of signification intrinsic to the novel and readable in the undecidability of its own writing" (191) . This analysis allows McCann to suggest a very provocative and interesting argument about the interrelation of the novel's concepts of race and gender, and he argues that, because she is invested with the weight of undecidability, Freke allows for Belinda's "bracketing of race." The novel, we know, attempts to
